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The government spending multiplier

I A long stream of literature on multipliers.
I Data (spending; transfers).
I Models: limited heterogeneity, or permanent heterogeneity.

I Spending multiplier heavily depends on financing of spending.
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The current paper

I New Keynesian model: sticky prices and wages.
I Ricardian equivalence fails

(discount factor heterogeneity, borrowing constraints).
I Asset trade frictionless: mutual fund (capital, government bonds).
I Government consumption enters utility additively separable.
I One-shot exercise (focus is on one-time shock).
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I Keynesian multiplier: 1.4.

I RBC multiplier: 0.6.
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I Combine two things, a spending multiplier and a transfer multiplier.

I Keynesian multiplier large. g is a public works program. Public works
program means income, impatient or borrowing-constraint hh can (and
do) move consumption forward in time.

I RBC multiplier small. Poor pay for spending through immediate cuts to
welfare programs. Spending is financed by immediate cuts in transfers.
This is regressive, hurts incomes of the poor.
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Comment 1: Fiscal-Monetary Mix

Bt+1 = (1 + it)Bt + Gt − (T + τPwtsht),

I Nominal target for Bt.
I Active fiscal policy.
I Gov’t policy formulated with nominal spending targets.
I Fiscal policy anchors long-run price level p.

R̂t = ρR · R̂t−1 + (1− ρR) · φp · (pt − p)
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Comment 2: Can Multiplier be Large?

I Monetary fiscal mix: a unique price level in the long run.
I Long run not affected by the spending experiment.
I Clearly, this shapes the multiplier.
I The small SOE case in Corsetti et al. (2013).
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Comment 2: Can Multiplier be Large?

I Focus on substitution effect as in NK model.
I Consumption Euler equation

ĉt = Etĉt+1 − (Rt − Etπ̂t+1)

I Or,
ĉt = Etĉt+1 − (R̂t − Et(p̂t+1 − p̂t))

I Iterate forward:

ĉt = −

(
Et

T∑
s=0

R̂t+s

)
+ Etp̂t+T+1 − p̂t + Etĉt+T+1
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Comment 2: Can Multiplier be Large?

I Keep iterating, using p̂t+T+1 → p and stationarity of consumption.
I Then

ĉt =

(
Et

∞∑
s=0

R̂t+s

)
+ p̂t

I Or, since in steady state initially,

ĉt =

(
Et

∞∑
s=0

R̂t+s

)
+ π̂t
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Comment 2: Can Multiplier be Large?

ĉt =

(
Et

∞∑
s=0

R̂t+s

)
+ π̂t

I In the baseline, R̂t = 0 in all periods.
I In the ZLB scenario (wrt to spending), R̂t = 0
I With the price-level target Taylor rule, R̂t ≈ 0 throughout.
I So, all depends on impact response of πt, ...

... and that is small.
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Comment 3: Calibration and Scenarios

I Wage response:
I Income distribution is central in this theory of transmission.
I Transmission depends on response of income.
I Labor-market frictions?
I How reasonable is the wage rigidity? (link to Calvo frequency?)

I How large is the multiplier if tax-financed through labor tax?
I Monetary redistribution? Nominal borrowing?
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Fiscal mix – an example

In this section, we therefore highlight that there is heterogeneity within the blocks. We
do so for two reasons. On the one hand, we wish to encourage the reader to explore the
country-level fiscal mix in more detail, something that is beyond the scope of the current
paper. The data that accompany the paper have the country-level information readily
available.

On the other hand, it seems important to us to put the numbers that we have re-
ported above into context. In particular, the reader may question why the Periphery’s
fiscal mix shown in Figure 2 does not show a stronger contraction still. And similarly for
the Core. One reason for this may be that the experience of specific countries subject to
very strong fiscal adjustment (notably, Greece) may have shaped public perception
about the Periphery’s fiscal mix, or the euro-area’s as a whole.

Therefore, in Figure 4, we first plot the evolution of three of the fiscal instruments
(government consumption, labour taxes and transfers) for two countries in the peripheral
block: Greece and Spain. In the consolidation phase, Greece has seen large cuts in gov-
ernment consumption (by more than 5% of potential GDP) and a steep increase in
labour tax rates by about seven percentage points (see the solid line in Figure 4). This fis-
cal mix in Greece differed substantially from the less volatile dynamics of fiscal instru-
ments registered in other countries of the Periphery. The figures focus on one such case,
Spain (red dashed lines). Spain, similar to Greece, experienced cuts in government con-
sumption in the contraction phase. These cuts, however, not only were smaller than in
Greece. They also did not reduce government consumption as a share of potential GDP
to below the level witnessed in 2007, just prior to the stimulus phase. Thus, whereas
Greece has cut government spending below pre-crisis levels, Spain has not. Similarly,
Spain did not follow Greece’s path in raising labour taxes. What we will argue below is
that the Periphery’s fiscal mix overall was not as contractionary as pre-crisis fiscal rules
would have implied.

Within the countries of the Core, developments are more similar. Figure 5 shows a
comparison between France (blue solid line) and Germany (red dashed line) for the
same selected fiscal instruments. The common element is that both countries have
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Figure 4. Development of fiscal instruments in Greece (solid line) and Spain
(dashed line)

Note: Based on EC AMECO database, Spring 2016.
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In sum

I This is an important paper.
I It highlights channels of fiscal transmission.

I The mix matters.
I The spending multiplier depends on financing, monetary

accommodation, ...

... and the future fiscal stance!
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